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Agenda
• Housekeeping

• The telco commodisation problem

• Lessons in segmentation & personalisation from Xbox & Lloyds Bank

• eSIM – to drive your top line

• Q&A
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GoToWebinar

• You’re in listen only mode

• If you need us, please type a comment

• Feel free to type questions throughout 

the session for Q&A at the end

• We’ll send you the slides and a 

recording shortly after the session do 

share with colleagues

• On Twitter? Tweet us @STLPartners

1

2
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Telecoms operators are facing declining and converging 
ARPUs as service differentiation diminishes
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Market shares are also converging as price, rather than 
product or brand, becomes the main competitive weapon
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Operator capital investment has grown over the last ten 
years as profitability has declined…
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… resulting in debt being used more to fund capital 
investment which is not sustainable long-term
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Five factors illustrate that the telecoms industry is becoming 
increasingly commoditised

1. Prices being squeezed

2. Differentiation is diminishing

3. Market shares are converging

4. Margins are eroding

5. Debt levels are rising
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Poll: How well does this picture of telecoms fit with your 
experiences?
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Making profitable growth simpler
November 2019



Laurie Morgan
Commercial Marketer and 

Partner at OxfordSM
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At OxfordSM, we partner

with businesses

Thriving teams + happy customers

= profitable growth

We believe businesses
thrive when people thrive
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We will learn from two value driving successes
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We will focus on how they generated value

Value for the audience segment Value for the brand

WHO
they are

WHAT
they value 

HOW
only we help 

MORE 

people

MORE

spend

MORE 

visits

MORE

uniquely



Microsoft Xbox
Leveraging data and insights to enable better personalisation for different gamers
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WHO

they are – not just any gamers!
‘online, social, multi-player gaming explorers’

Xbox internal service usage & behaviour 

data shows…

• who plays

• their favourite games 

• the websites they frequent

• the influencers they follow

* based on responses from around 2,000 Xbox One owners surveyed across the U.S.
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WHAT

they value

53% value "socializing”
… spending 17 hours in multiplayer games per week

50% value "exploring" 
… heavily invested in the Xbox ecosystem, purchasing multiple titles

And they like watching gamers gaming, as much as gaming themselves
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HOW

Xbox helped

Xbox gave their audience Game Pass.

It’s an ecosystem. A subscription. It opens 100s of games. 
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MORE VALUE

created for Xbox

Value for the brand

MORE 

people

MORE

spend

MORE 

visits

MORE

uniquely

Now Xbox makes money selling 

the game consoles AND …

(1) game subscriptions

(2) in-game purchases
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When a title goes into 

Game Pass, we see 

a 6x more usage 

for all games 

MORE VALUE

for Xbox

Members

play 4 or 5 x 

more games

Members are

more engaged

outside the 

subscription, 

buying more games

Xbox Game Pass 

enjoys 'millions' of 

subscribers

(@c £130 a year)
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HOW

Xbox did it

• They mix machine learning with a human touch

• They partner with experts like Oath to really 

understand how gamers experience gaming 

• They work with gamers like Ali A, Sniper & Jelly

… to create unique, personalised campaigns
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HOW

Xbox did it

• They work AGILE; they constantly monitor 

success and optimise live

• They partner to reach their audience 

(TWITCH)

… to create unique, personalised campaigns
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Lloyds Bank
Better understanding of your customers’ situations enables more targeted propositions 
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WHO

they are

Parents of 

adult children

Cancer 

sufferers 

“Money shy” 

individuals
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WHAT

they value

We’d like the 

house to 

ourselves. 

It’s time.

Talking about 

money affects our 

relationship.

My priority is my 

health,

but I’m worried I 

can’t afford this.

Parents of Adult Kids Cancer Sufferers Money Shy
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HOW

Lloyds helped

Parents of Adult Kids Cancer Sufferers Money Shy
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MORE VALUE

created for Lloyds

Value for the brand

MORE 

people

MORE

spend

MORE 

visits

MORE

uniquely
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HOW

Lloyds became more insightful
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HOW

Lloyds became better at personalisation

Customer centricity is 
“just how we work around here”

(From annual planning to 
HR roles & development)

Leaders walk the talk. 
They ask the right questions 
and care about consumer measures. 

Digital resources give a single customer view
…with easy access for all

Marketers have segmentations 
& journey maps

There are people on point to:
• Turn data to insight 
• Incubate new consumer centric ideas 

Lloyds takes skill build seriously
… especially putting consumers at heart
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Poll: Which lesson from Xbox and Lloyds is most relevant to 
your job and organisation?

44%

11%

44%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Solution marketing over brand marketing for better
segmented targeting

Channels are a key factor in delivering successful
targeted propositions

AI and ML technology is important for pulling
insights but a human touch is key

"Think customer" and get to know what they value
personally: "WHO" and "WHAT"
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+44 7879 661 276

https://www.facebook.com/OxfordSM-1939759166104326/
https://www.youtube.com/user/OxfordSM
https://ca.linkedin.com/company/oxfordsm
http://www.oxfordsm.com/
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eSIM – to drive 
your topline
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eSIM enables many service opportunities

Explored eSIM 
use cases

Excel in 
connectivity

Travel
specials

Events

Try and buy

Connected 
consumer

devices

Marketing 
campaigns

Extension of the current
available offerings

New services and offerings 
for consumers
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eSIM is about getting piece of mind

would activate a reasonably priced plan 
on top of their existing one to ensure 

access to connectivity

75%
of smartphone user respondents

Base: Smartphone users aged 16-69 Denmark, Hong Kong, Japan, United Kingdom, United States
Source: eSIM report

refer to problems that of personal 
emergency nature

45%
of unprompted answers
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Try-and-buy plans and connectivity boosts are 
the top offerings consumers would explore

54%

44%
39%

23%
20%

17%
14%

5G speeds Connectivity
boost in
crowded
places

Connectivity
boost when
commuting

Use your
phone as a

key

Family
subscription

plan

Family
members
location
tracking

Virtual number

Top services consumers would want to try

Base: Smartphone users aged 16-69 Denmark, Hong Kong, Japan, United Kingdom, United States
Source: eSIM report

would pick an operator that offers T&B 
plans, whereas 31% are not sure.

54%
of smartphone user respondents
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Connected consumer devices and try-and-buy 
offerings top the rank of preferred eSIM solutions

94%

86%
82%

57% 55% 53%

Consumer
devices

Try and buy MK Campaigns Excel in
connectivity

Travel specials Event
experience

Share of interested consumers

Extend current business

New business opportunities

Base: Smartphone users aged 16-69 Denmark, Hong Kong, Japan, United Kingdom, United States
Source: eSIM report
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Poll: Apart from connected consumer devices where the 
market has already started, which of the following use cases 
feels most compelling and relevant for your customers?

11%

33%

22%

33%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Event experiences

Travel specials

Excel in connectivity

Marketing campaigns

Try and buy
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Questions
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Thank you
To get in touch with STL Partners or Ericsson, please 

contact us:

chris.barraclough@stlpartners.com lars.sandstrom@ericsson.com


